[Intraoperative radiotherapy in locally advanced carcinoma of the kidney: initial experience].
Intraoperative radiotherapy (IORT) is a rather interesting therapeutic modality in multidisciplinary oncology. Its greatest advantages reside in the approach of deeply seeded abdomino-pelvic tumors. Its inclusion in the therapeutic approach of renal carcinoma with a high local relapse rate has been analyzed in this study in relation to its technical aspects and preliminary clinical results. 11 stage III or IV patients or with local relapse in lumbar fossa were treated with nephrectomy or exeresis surgery and OIRT (10-20 Gy). Surgical exposure of the lumbar fossa and nodal drainage areas was appropriate in dal cases. No toxic signs or sequellae relating to OIRT were observed. Local tumor controls at 8 months of follow-up on the average (range from 2 to 33 months), was 82%. The data obtained in this series suggest the viability of the combined approach nephrectomy or rescue surgery and IORT. The initial clinical results suggest HIGH local tumor control without an increase in the toxicity rate or complications.